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Ensemble Entrance/Exits

All entrances and exits are 
the same dimensions

5’8” - wide
6’8” - tall

Center bar is removable



Gym Measurements and Boundaries







Gym
Back sideline to front



Gym
Center to front



Gym
Front sideline to bleachers



Gym
Top Row Center to floor



Gym
Row 7 to floor – Music Judge



Gym
There is an additional platform behind the last row for judges



Gym Photos
Area behind the last row for Visual Judges

Far Corner will serve as video taping area.



Gym
Panoramic (ish) view

Performer Entrance

Performer Exit



Gym Entrance
Background – Participant Entry/Re-Entry

Foreground – Spectator Entry



Gym
Over 102 feet of length



Gym
Over 80 feet of width



Campus Map
Regular Show Day

The ‘on deck’ performing groups will be 
tucked in, next the wall of the gym, 

waiting for for the performer entrance 
doors to open and allow entry.

When you exit the gym, there will be a 
covered area to the RIGHT for equipment.

Keep it close to the wall.

Floors will exit and go LEFT to the marked 
space just beyond the blue gates.

We will have guides and crowd control 
standing by following each performance.



Campus Map
RAIN PLAN

When you exit the gym, there will be a 
covered area to the RIGHT for equipment.

Keep it close to the wall.

The floor will exit and go RIGHT as well. 

The floor will travel to the end of the 
building and take a left towards the 

cafeteria.

We will have guides and crowd control 
standing by following each performance.

If rain is NOT an issue, we can EASILY switch back to our 
original floor folding area.



Outside 
Folding Area

This area is about 50 feet to the 
left of the performer exit door



Cafeteria
Works as a folding area when raining.



Front Lawn - Warm-up Area



Side Parking



Judge Parking
Come through to side parking and they will be directed by a 

parent where to park



Front Parking Lot
Buses, Trucks and Trailers towards the rear



Concession Area
Outside gym doors



Locker bay areas are available for storage and 
surround the interior of campus



Check In Area
There will be an EZ-Up located here for check-in.

Rain check-in is 20 feet to left of this location, on the covered patio of the 
Administration Building



Front of School
Will also serve at Check In area in case of rain.


